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SECURITY SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention: 
The present invention pertains to security systems 

and more particularly to a security system especially 
suited for use with a telephone system having a local 
operator switchboard to provide distinct alarm indica 
tions of unauthorized entry, burglary, ?re and/or 
smoke from a number of spaced points or locations 
within an area serviced by the local telephone system. 

2. Description of the Prior Art: 

People in this and other countries are becoming in 
creasingly concerned about personal safety and the se— 
curity of their homes and businesses. This concern can 
be appreciated from the number of presently available 
electronic security systems which range in sophistica 
tion from simple door-tripped alarm devices to com 
plex computer-monitored networks and which are all, 
in some degree, enjoying widespread commercial ac 
ceptance. More than the individual, the businessman 
realizes that it is becoming economically necessary to 
purchase and/or lease security systems of this type in 
order to prevent or at least deter the high incidence of 
burglary and unlawful entry which he now faces. Motel 
owners, for example, face an unusually difficult chal 
lenge in this regard since a potential thief can easily 
check in, drive away from the motel office to the door 
of his room, disconnect and remove the television set 
in privacy, and abscond undetected within a matter of 
minutes. 
Past activity in this field has outlined certain minimal 

criteria which must be met in the design of an effective 
security system. For instance, the system must be capa 
ble of promptly detecting an unauthorized entry, and 
more importantly, the theft of expensive appliances 
such as televisions, radios and the like. The system 
must also be capable of concealment both to prevent 
evasion and, in the case of motels, hospitals, etc., to 
avoid calling attention to the existance of a crime 
threat. It is also critical that the system design be simple 
and foolproof to minimize the occurrence of false 
alarms, to reduce initial cost and maintenance outlays, 
and to reduce the wiring necessary to install the system 
in existing facilities. A 

The prior art, as exempli?ed by U. S. Pats.,Nos. 
3,114,904, No. 3,411,150, and No. 3,484,775, is gener 
ally cognizant of security systems utilizing alarm indica 
tions upon the theft of an electrical appliance. How 
ever, systems of this general type have/not proven fully 
satisfactory since they are complex and expensive, tend 
to require frequent maintenace, utilize recognizable, 
non-conventional components and thus may be easily 
detected and avoided by a thief, and do not provide in 
tegrated protection for unauthorized entry, burglary, 
?re and/or smoke. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to construct an inexpensive, concealed security system 
capable of providing alarm indications of burglary, un 
authorized entry, fire and/or smoke. 
The present invention is summarized in an integrated 

alarm system including a power receptacle having at 
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2 
least one slot thereof extending completely there 
through, a switch mounted on the receptacle and struc 
turally independent therefrom and having an electri 
cally insulated, linearly movable actuating arm extend 
ing into the slot from the rear of the receptacle, the ac 
tuating arm being adapted to be moved by the insertion 
and removal of a plug from the receptacle to change 
the state of the switch, and a network connected with 
the switch to produce an alarm signal upon removal of 
the plug from the receptacle. 
Another object of this invention is to construct a se 

curity system in which the removal of a standard two 
prong a.c. plug from a conventional a.c. wall receptacle 
may be monitored in concealment over local telephone 
lines. 
This invention has a further object in that a con‘ 

cealed security system is used with a local telephone 
system to alert the telephone operator of the occurence 
of a crime (e.g., burglary) and a disaster (e.g., ?re) by 
distinct alarm signals. 

Further objects and advantages of the present inven 
tion will be apparent from the following description of 
the preferred embodiment when taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view in partial perspective 
of a motel illustrating the use of a security system ac 
cording to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram partially in block form 

of a preferred embodiment of the security system of 
FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3a is a sectional view of a monitored receptacle 

of the security system of FIG. 2 with a conventional 
plug inserted therein; 
FIG. 3b is a view similar to FIG. 3a with the plug re 

moved from the receptacle; and 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a trip-switch of the secu 

rity system of FIG. 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The present invention has general utility for protect 
ing any number of buildings or facilities such as motels, 
factories, of?ces, hospitals and private residences and 
is shown and described herein in connection with a 
motel for exemplary purposes only. Referring to FIG. 
1, there is shown diagrammatically a central office 10 
of a motel or hotel having a plurality of individual 
rooms 12 each including a conventional telephone 14 
which is connected through a wall-box 16 and a pair of 
lends l8 and 20 to an operator’s console 22 located in 
the office 10. The operator’s console may be of any 
suitable design and includes a control panel or switch 
board 24 which may be provided with appropriate tele 
phone switches or plug cords to enable the operator to 
interconnect the line pair for each room to outside tele 
phone lines or to other inside line pairs as required. The 
particular structural con?guration of the various 
switching networks of console 22 is well known and 
thus need not be described in detail for the sake of 
brevity. 
Control panel 24 is also provided with a bank of 

lamps 26 each corresponding to a room or individual 
telephone extension to provide a visual indication each 
time the handset of one of the telephones 14 is lifted 
from the cradle. > 
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In each of the rooms 12, any number of electrical ap 
pliances may be provided such as a television set 28. 
Television set 28 receives operating potential via power 
line 30 which is terminated in a standard two-pring a.c. 
plug 32 adapted to cooperate with an ac. outlet 34. 
Also located in each room 12 is a door trip-switch 36 
mounted to the frame of door 37 such that the switch 
will be tripped to an electrically closed position when 
ever door 37 is opened. Likewise, a window trip-switch 
38 is disposed on the frame of upper window section 39 
and a second window trip-switch 40 is similarly located 
relative to lower window section 41. A thermostat 42, 
which may be adjustably preset to respond to a prede 
termined excessive temperature, may be mounted in 
any desired location on the wall of room 12 and is pref— 
erably attached above telephone wall-box 16 as illus 
trated. Similarly, a smoke detector 44 is located on the 
wall of room 12 above wall-box 16. It is noted that 
smoke detector 44 may be of any suitable type, such as 
an electrostatic particle detector, adapted to detect the 
presence of smoke within room 12 and close a set of 
electrical contacts in response thereto. Since smoke de 
tectors of this general type are well known, the struc 
tural details of detector 44 will not be described herein 
for the sake of brevity. 

Referring to FIG. 2, which is a schematic diagram of 
the security system of FIG. 1, the switchboard 24 of the 
operator‘s console 22 is connected to at least one 
leased public telephone line 46 and includes a suitable 
headset 48 to enable the operator to monitor the tele 
phone 14 in each room 12. Each of the lamps 26 is con 
nected through switchboard 24 to a source of operating 
potential such as battery 50 which is returned to 
ground as shown. Lamps 26 are all normally connected 
with battery 50 with the connection therebetween con 
trolled by switchboard 24 such that the operator, for 
example, may disconnect or by-pass each lamp to con 
nect any of the telephones 14 directly with an outside 
line 46 or another inside line pair 18-20 as desired. 
Each of the lamps 26 is also connected with line 20 

of a respective one of the line pairs for telephones 14 
via a cable 52, with line 18 from all of the telephones 
connected in common. In this manner, the lifting of the 
handset of any one telephone 14 completes a current 
path between lines 18 and 20, as is well known, to en 
able energization of the lamp 26 corresponding to the 
room where that telephone is located. The operator 
thereafter responds to the call by connecting headset 
48 across lines 18-20 for the indicated room telephone 
and acknowledging the caller’s request. 
Thermostat 42 includes a bimetal 54 connected to a 

lead 56 and having one end ?xed in place and the other 
end movable relative thereto with heat. A fixed contact 
58 connected to a lead 60 is adapted to cooperated 
with bimetal 54 to provide a heat-responsive switch. Bi 
metal 54 is disposed such that is is normally remote 
from contact 58 to form an open circuit and responds 
to an increase in heat to engage contact 58. The tem 
perature at which bimetal 54 engages contact 58 is 
preselectable by a screw 62 which is threadably 
mounted in a support member 64 and is adapted to en 
gage an intermediate point on the surface of bimetal 54 
for repositioning the same relative to contact 58. A 
knob 66 is affixed to the upper end of screw 62 for co 
operation with a calibrated scale. 
Smoke detector 44 is operatively connected with a 

set of contacts 68, with the contacts normally open, as 
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4 
shown, and adapted to be closed by the smoke detector 
44 whenever smoke is present in room 12. Contacts 68 
are connected between leads 56 and 60 in parallel with 
thermostat 42, and leads 56 and 60 are in turn con 
nected with telephone lines 18 and 20, respectively, in 
parallel with the telephone 14. 
The door trip-switch 36 is connected between a pair 

of leads 70 and 72, with window switches 38 and 40 
connected in parallel thereacross. Lead 70 is directly 
connected with telephone line 18 and lead 72 is con 
nected with telephone line 16 through a ?asher device 
schematically shown at 74. Flasher 74 may be of any 
suitable type which has a preselected frequency of 
operation and, for example, may include a bimetal 76 
which is normally in engagement with a ?xed contact 
78 and is adapted to move away from contact 78 upon 
self-heating. 
Power receptacle 34 of the security system of the 

present invention includes a pair of contact terminals 
80 and 82 which are connected by lines 84 and 86, re 
spectively, to a source of alternating current repre 
sented schematically by terminals 88. Af?xed to a rear 
surface of receptacle 34 is a single-pole, single-throw 
microswitch 90 which is responsive to insertion and re 
moval of plug 32 as will be described more fully below. 
Microswitch 90 is connected in parallel with telephone 
14 by leads 92 and 94 which are respectively connected 
with lines 18 and 20, the latter connection being 
through a flasher 96. Flasher 96 is similar to flasher 74 
and includes a selfheating bimental 98 which cooper 
ates with a ?xed contact 100; however, ?asher 96 oper 
ates at a frequency which is different from that of 
?asher 74. 
Referring to FIGS. 3a and 3b, receptacle 34 includes 

a pair of spaced, parallel plug-prong receiving slots 102 
and 104 and a pair of contact blades 106 and 108 
which are partially folded over upon themselves to ex 
tend partially into slots 102 and 104, respectively. 
Contact blades 106 and 108 are electrically intercon 
nected internally of the receptacle 34 with terminals 82 
and 84 to feed operating potential from source 88 to 
plug 32 via prongs 110 and 112. 

Slot 102 of receptacle 34 extends completely there 
through by means of an aperture 114 in a rear wall of 
the receptacle. As shown in FIGS. 3a and 3b, 
microswitch 90 has an actuating arm 116 extending 
therefrom and is mounted on receptacle 34 such that 
arm 116 extends through aperture 114 into slot 102. 
Arm 116 is biased outwardly of switch 90 and is 
adapted to be engaged by prong 110 of plug 32 and 
moved linearly thereby along the elongate axis of slot 
102. Also, microswitch 90 is constructed such that it 
assumes an open state whenever plug 32 has been in 
serted into the receptacle 34 as is shown in FIG. 3a and 
is actuated to a closed state upon removal of the plug 
32 as is shown in FIG. 3b. 
Receptacle 34 and switch 90 are mounted in a con 

ventional wall-box 118, and a cover plate 120 is suit 
ably secured to the receptacle to close box 118 in the 
conventional manner. It can be appreciated that the ex 
istance of microswitch 90 cannot be detected without 
removing plug 32 and wall plate 120 since plug 32 is of 
conventional design and the outward appearance of re 
ceptacle 34 is identical to that of any ordinary, unpro 
tected or unmonitored outlet. 
As illustrated in FIG. 4, door trip-switch 36 includes 

a hollow rectangular body in which is mounted a ?rst 
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L-shaped contact member 122 having a contact 124 
disposed on the end of the shorter arm thereof and a 
second L-shaped contact member 126 having a resil 
ient contact arm 128 which carries a contact 130 on an 
offset distal end for cooperation with contact 124. A 
lever 132 is pivotally mounted onto the body of the 
switch for movement between a standby position as il 
lustrated and a tripped or released position (shown in 
dashed lines) within a rectangular channel 134. As can 
be seen in FIG. 4, lever 132 has a camming surface 136 
formed at its proximal end to coact with contact arm 
128 such that contacts 124 and 130 are separated from 
each other when lever 132 is in its standby position and 
move into engagement when lever 132 is rotated into 
the channel 134. Due to the construction of camming 
surface 136 and channel 134, once lever 132 is moved 
slightly in the direction of the arrow in FIG. 4, it snaps 
into the channel to close contacts 124 and 130 and can 
not be readily reset due to its recessed position when 
tripped in channel 134. It should be understood that 
the details of switch 36 shown in FIG. 4 are merely ex 
emplary of the general type of switch which may be uti 
lized in the security system of the present invention and 
that switches 38 and 40 may be of similar construction. 

In operation, normally all of the switches in the sys 
tem are open and telephone 14 is not in use. Thus, lines 
18 and 20 are open and lamp 26 is deenergized. Should 
one desire to place a call, the removal of the telephone 
handset connects lines 18 and 20 of the caller’s room 
to complete a current path from ground through bat 
tery 50, switchboard 24, lamp 26 corresponding to that 
room, and telephone 14 back to ground. The operator 
at console 22 is therefore noti?ed of the removal of the 
handset by the energized lamp 26 and thereafter con 
nects headset 48 with lines 18 and 20 to receive in 
structions from the calling party. 
A similar sequence follows in the event of a fire or 

unusally high temperature in the room since the ther 
mostat 42 or smoke detector 44 detects such condition 
and again shorts out lines 18 and 20. However, follow 
ing the ignition of lamp 26 in response to acutation of 
thermostat 42 or smoke detector 44, the operator upon 
responding to the signal from lamp 26 bears no‘ sound 
whatsoever because of the short circuit across the tele 
phone line. Thus, the operator would immediately rec 
ognize that a ?re or smoke exists in the particular iden 
ti?ed room. 

In the case of an unauthorized entry, one or more of 
switches 36, 38 and 40 would be tripped thereby con 
necting flasher 74 across the telephone lines 18 and 20. 
The current from’ battery 50 would thus flow through 
the ?asher which causes a periodic interruption of the 
short across lines 18 and 20 such that lamp 26 blinks 
on and off at recognizable frequency. The operator is 
in this way immediately signalled of the occurrence of 
an unauthorized entry. Likewise, removal of the plug 
32 of television 28 from the receptacle 32, from the po 
sition shown in FIG. 3a to that shown in FIG. 3b, 
releases actuating arm 116 which moves into slot 102 
causing switch 90 to become closed. This results in the 
connection of ?asher 96 across the telephone line pro 
ducing periodic energization of lamp 26 at a rate recog 
nizably different from the rate of ?asher 74. The opera 
tor is thus readily apprised of the unauthorized removal 
of the television set 28 from the room. 
Thus, it can be appreciated that the security system 

according to the present invention is simple and yet is 
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6 
capable of readily and accurately notifying an operator 
of the occurrence of various alarm conditions at any 
number of spaced locations. 
The present invention has a number of distinct ad 

vantages in that receptacle 34 presents the outward ap 
pearance of a conventional, unmonitored a.c. outlet, 
does not require the use of other than a standard two 
prong a.c. plug and does not rely upon the lateral ?ex 
ure of one or both of the contact blades for actuation 
of an alarm- switch; that microswitch 90 is a structurally 
independent unit from receptacle 34 and thus may be 
replaced separately therefrom in the event of a failure; ' 
that alarm signals for ?re and smoke and for burglary 
or unauthorized entry are distinct and readily identi?a 
ble; and that a complete or integrated security system 
is simple, reliable and compatible for use with local tel 
ephone systems to reduce or minimize wiring. 
Inasmuch as the present invention is subject to many 

variations, modi?cations and changes in detail, it is in 
tended that all matter contained in the foregoing de~ 
scription or shown in the accompanying shall be inter 
preted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An alarm system comprising: 
a central console including alarm indication means; 
a pair of leads in series with said indication means 
and extending to an area to be protected; 

condition responsive means at said area to be pro 
tected connected across said pair of leads for short 
ing same in response to a given condition; 

another condition responsive means at said area to be 
protected connected across said pair of leads for 
shorting same in response to another given condi 
tion; 

potential source means in series with said pair of 
leads and said indication means for generating an 
indication means energizing signal therein in re 
sponse to shorting of said pair of leads; 

?asher means in series with said another condition 
responsive means across said pair of leads and re 
sponsive to said signal therein for interrupting same ' 
at a given frequency to thereby provide an inter 
mittent alarm indication at said operator console; 
and 

said another condition responsive means including a - 
power receptacle having at least one slot extending 
completely therethrough and switch means includ 
ing a pair of contacts connected across said pair of 
leads and having a linearly movable actuating arm 
protruding into said slot of said receptacle and re 
sponsive-to removal of a plug from said receptacle 
for closing said contacts. 

2. The invention as recited in claim 1 including a tele 
phone in said area to be protected connected across 
said pair of leads and being shorted out by either of said 
condition responsive means upon the occurrence of an 
alarm condition and including means for energizing 
said alarm indication means during telephone usage. 

3. An alarm system comprising: 
a central console including alarm indication means; 
a pair of leads in series with said indication means 
and extending to an area to be protected; 

condition responsive means at said area to be pro 
tected connected across said pair of leads for short 
ing same in response to a given condition; 

another condition responsive means at said area to be 
protected connected across said pair of leads for 
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shorting same in response to another given condi 
tion; 

potential source means in series with said pair of 
leads and said indication means for generating an 
indication means energizing signal therein in re 
sponse to shorting of said pair of leads; 

thermally responsive ?asher means in series with said 
another condition responsive means across said 
pair of leads including a pair of contacts, one of 
which is responsive to heat generated by current 
?ow therthrough to intermittently open, and being 
responsive to said signal therein for interrupting 
same at a given frequency to thereby provide an in 
termittent alarm indication at said operator con~ 
sole; and 

said another condition responsive means comprising 
a power receptacle having at least one slot extend 
ing'completely therethrough, and switch means in 
cluding a pair of contacts connected across said 
pair of leads and having a linearly movable actuat 
ing arm protruding into said slot of said receptacle 
and responsive to removal of a plug from said re 
ceptacle for closing said contacts. 

4. The invention as recited in claim 3 wherein said 
condition responsive means comprises a heat respon 
sive means including a pair of switch contacts con 
nected across said pair of leads which close in response 
in an excessive heat condition. 

5. The invention of claim 4 including trip switch 
means connected across said pair of leads and actuable 
in response to movement ofa window in said area to be 
protected for shorting said pair of leads, and thermally 
responsive flasher means in series with said trip switch 
means, said thermally responsive ?asher means iner 
mittently open circuiting at a frequency different from 
said given frequency to thereby provide an intermittent 
alarm indication at said operator console. 

6. The invention as recited in claim 5 including 
smoke detecting means in said area to be protected in 
cluding switch contacts connected across said pair of 
leads which close in response to the presence of smoke. 

7. A security system for a building having a local tele 
phone system which includes a remote telephone in an 
area to be protected having telephone lines to an oper 
ator console which has a telephone use status indicator 
comprising in combination: 

. a heat-responsive means in said area including a pair 
of switch contacts connected across said telephone 
lines for shorting said telephone lines and the tele 
phone connected thereto in response to an exces 
sive heat condition causing the generation of a re 
mote telephone use simulating signal at the opera 
tor console; 

power receptacle means in said area having at least 
one slot extending completely therethrough; and 

switch means including a pair of contacts connected 
across said telephone lines in parallel with the 
switch contacts of said heat responsive means and 
having a linearly movable actuating arm protruding 
into said slot of said receptacle and responsive to 
removal of a plug from said receptacle for shorting 
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8 
said telephone lines and the telephone connected 
thereto causing the generation of a remote tele 
phone use simulating signal at the operator con 
sole. 

8. The invention as recited in claim 7' including a 
flasher means in series with said switch means and re 
sponsive to the remote telephone use simulating signal 
generated thereby to interrupt same at a ?rst frequency 
to thereby provide an intermittent indication at said op 
erator console. 

9. The invention of claim 8 wherein said ?asher 
means comprises thermally responsive contacts which 
open in response to heat caused by current flow there 
through and which close upon cooling. 

it}. The invention as recited in claim 8 including trip 
switch means connected to said telephone system in 
parallel with the switch contacts of said heat-responsive 
means and actuable in response to movement of a win 
dow in said area to generate a remote telephone use 
simulating signal at the operator console. 

11. The invention as recited in claim 10 including an 
other ?asher means in series with said trip-switch 
means and responsive to the telephone use simulating 
singal due to a window being opened to interrupt same 
at a second frequency different from said first fre 
quency to thereby provide a second intermittent indi~ 
cation at said operator console. 

12. The invention as recited in claim 11 wherein said 
another ?asher means comprises thermally responsive 
contacts which open in response to heat caused by cur 
rent ?ow therethrough and which close upon cooling. 

13. The invention as recited in claim 11 including a 
smoke detecting means in said area connected to said 
telephone system and responsive to the presence of 
smoke to cause the generation of a remote telephone 
use simulating signal at said operator console. 

14. The invention as recited in claim 7 wherein said 
telephone system includes a power supply and tele 
phone use indicator at the operator console and the use 
of said remote telephone completes a current path 
from the power supply through the indicator to ener 
gize same, and wherein the closure of the switch 
contacts of the heat-responsive means completes the 
current path from said power supply through said indi 
cator to energize same as a simulation of telephone use, 
and wherein the closure of the contacts of the switch 
means completes the current path from said power sup 
ply through said indicator to energize same as a simula 
tion of telephone use. 

15. The invention as recited in claim 14 including 
?asher means in series with said switch means to inter 
rupt the telephone use simulating signal at a given fre 
quency to thereby provide an intermittent indication at 
said operator console. 

16. The invention as recited in claim 15 wherein said 
?asher means comprises thermally responsive contacts 
which open in response to heat caused by said simulat 
ing signal current ?ow therethrough and which close 
upon cooling. 


